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E
ach jurisdiction has its own unique attractions 
for a fund manager contemplating the launch 
of a fund. While Luxembourg is traditionally 
an attractive option due to its long-standing 
track record in the fund business, Malta and 
Switzerland have proved to be advantageous 

options for new collective investment schemes.
This article seeks to provide an outline of the differ-

ences between Maltese Professional Investor Funds, Swiss 
Alternative Funds and Luxembourg Specialised Investor 
Funds.

Structure and capital contribution at inception
A Malta Professional Investor Fund (PIF) can be incorpo-
rated as an investment company with variable share capital 
(SICAV), an investment company with fixed share capital, 
a limited partnership, a unit trust or a contractual mutual 
fund. There is no requisite minimum capital to inject by 
the manager/promoter and no notary is required for in-
corporation.

A Swiss Alternative Investment Fund (AIF) can be in-
corporated as a contractual mutual fund or a SICAV. There 
is no requisite minimum capital to 
inject by the promoter and no no-
tary is required for incorporation of 
a contractual mutual fund, while a 
minimum of CHF250,000 shall be 
injected if structured as a SICAV.

A Luxembourg Specialised In-
vestment Fund (SIF) can be struc-
tured as a contractual mutual fund 
or a corporate SICAV. The SICAV 
may be a joint-stock company 
( JSC), a limited liability company 
(LLC), a partnership limited by 
shares or a cooperative company. 
Should the SICAV be a LLC the manager/promoter will 
have to pay a minimum capital of €12,500 and if it is struc-
tured as a JSC, €31,000 at incorporation.

A Cayman fund is very similar to a PIF in terms of struc-
ture: no minimum capital and no notary are required for 
incorporation.

MiniMuM inveStMent per inveStor
Swiss AIF can be either structured for retail investors and/
or accredited investors. In both cases, no minimum invest-
ment per investor is required. This gives more flexibility 

to create ETF or ETC listed on an exchange and actively 
traded on the secondary market. Malta offers three differ-
ent categories of PIF: 

(i)  A PIF for Experienced Investors, which requires a 
minimum investment and holding of €10,000 per 
investor; 

(ii)  a PIF for Qualifying Investors, requiring €75,000 
per investor; and 

(iii)  a PIF for Extraordinary Investors, requiring 
€750,000 per investor. 

Luxembourg offers one category of SIF which requires 
a minimum investment and holding of €125,000 per in-
vestor or less if the investor is an institutional investor or 
receives a certificate by a financial institution certifying 
the adequacy of experience in high risk investments. Based 
on experience however, banks are reluctant to issue such 
certificates.

eligible aSSetS and inveStMent reStrictionS
The Maltese PIF opens up an extremely broad investment 
universe. No mandatory investment restrictions apply 
to PIFs targeting Qualifying or Extraordinary Investors. 

These two categories of PIF offer 
great investment flexibility. PIFs 
targeting Experienced Investors 
are however subject to some in-
vestment restrictions. In summary, 
a PIF for Experienced Investors 
may invest up to 20% of its total as-
sets in securities, and up to 30% of 
its assets in money market instru-
ments, from the same issuer. These 
limits may be increased to levels of 
100%, 35% and 30% of its total as-
sets, depending on the creditwor-
thiness of the issuer. Investments 

in deposits held with a single body are capped at 35%. Di-
rect borrowing for investment purposes and leverage via 
the use of derivatives is restricted to 100% of the net asset 
value. Some other specific rules also apply.

A Swiss AIF must be diversified, but can leverage up to 
600% of its net assets and enter into short selling arrange-
ments. If the AIF is open to accredited investor only, the 
Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority (Finma) 
can grant additional flexibility.

In Luxembourg, the law of 13 February 2007 provides 
that a SIF must invest in assets ‘in order to spread the in-
vestment risks.’ In principle, a SIF cannot invest more than 
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30% of its net assets in similar securities issued by the same 
issuer unless the issuer is subject to equivalent diversifica-
tion rules or is an OECD Member State or one of its public 
institutions. Short selling, derivatives and OTC transac-
tions are subject to similar risk spreading rules.

Service ProviderS
While a Luxembourg SIF and a Swiss AIF require the ap-
pointment of a local administrator, a local custodian and 
an approved auditor, PIFs are much more flexible. The PIF 
can appoint foreign administrators and custodians. A PIF 
for Qualifying Investors and a PIF for Extraordinary Inves-
tors do not need to appoint a custodian per se. The fund 
can directly appoint a prime broker and only use a banker 
to operate the cash account (subscription and redemption 
account) of the fund. This is very beneficial for specific 
strategies and has a positive impact on the total expense ra-
tio of the fund. With the enactment of the AIFM Directive, 

these provisions of the law may be subject to amendment. 
A Swiss AIF can appoint foreign prime brokers.

LicenSing and running coStS
To issue the licence, the Maltese regulator charges €1,500 
for an umbrella fund and €1,000 per sub-fund. In Luxem-
bourg, the CSSF charges €5,000 to license an umbrella 
SIF. Finma’s fees amount to approximately CHF3,000-
10,000.

It is difficult to assess differences between banking, 
custodian and administration fees between jurisdictions. 
However, audit fees are by and large most cost effective in 
Malta. While for a plain vanilla hedge fund, a big-four audit 
fee in Luxembourg would range between €15,000-25,000, 
and in the Switzerland between CHF10,000-15,000, the 
equivalent audit in Malta would range between €4,000-
6,000.

timeLine and reguLatory overview
Prior to launching the fund, an application must be sub-
mitted to Finma in Switzerland, which is deemed to be ap-
proved after four weeks of its receipt by the Finma for AIF. 
Finma may request amendments to the structure within 
3 months as of the end of the deadline above.  In practice 
the overall timing takes approximately three months. The 
CSSF in Luxembourg takes four to six weeks depending 
on the structure, the strategy and the manager. A case offi-
cer is delegated to analyse the risk and viability of the strat-
egy and to understand the entire scheme. While the man-
ager does not need to be a licensed entity to manage a SIF, 
the CSSF will try to evaluate its experience in investment 
management. The CSSF will also review the experience of 
the directors of the scheme. The directors of a SIF must be 
of sufficiently good repute and have sufficient experience 
in relation to the strategy of the fund.

The MFSA in Malta does a full review of the fund docu-
mentation and a complete due diligence (fit and proper 
test) on the manager if it is not already a regulated entity. It 
also runs due diligence checks on the directors and hold-
ers of founder shares. This due diligence includes a back-
ground and experience check. The licensing of a PIF by 
the MFSA would usually take two months. This timeline 
may be shorter if all players in the fund are already MFSA-
approved persons.

Each jurisdiction has its strengths and weaknesses. It is 
therefore important to conduct a careful evaluation of the 
following issues as some jurisdictions might offer a better 
solution, depending on the particular circumstances of the 
case: what investment strategy is sought to be employed? 
What investment restrictions? What level of leverage (by 
credit or inherent by derivatives)? What amount of assets? 
Where is the investment manager located? Is the manager 
regulated? Is the fund sought to be retail or non-retail? 
What minimum subscription amounts are envisaged? 
What redemption frequency? Is the scheme to be open-
ended or close-ended? What liquidity is required for the 
fund and what frequency of calculation of the Net Asset 
Value? Where are the prospective investors located? n

See table on page 34.
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Malta – regulated by the MFSa Switzerland – regulated by 
FinMa

luxeMbourg – regulated by 
the CSSF

type of fund Professional investors Funds (PiF). 
there are 3 categories of PiF: 
experienced investor PiF; Qualifying 
investor PiF; extraordinary investor PiF.

Fund for alternative investments. Specialized investors Fund (SiF).

type of investors open to accredited investors 
only (experienced, Qualifying or 
extraordinary)

open to retail or accredited inves-
tors.

open to accredited investors only.

Minimum investment per 
investor

•experienced investor PiF: e10,000 
•Qualifying investor PiF: e75,000 
•extraordinary investor PiF: e750,000

no minimum investment per 
investor. this gives more flexibility 
to create etF or etC listed on an 
exchange.

e125,000 per investor or less if the 
investor is an intitutional inves-
tor or receives a certificate by a 
financial institution certifying the 
adequacy of experience in high risk 
investments. 

eligible assets; investment 
restrictions

extreme flexibility in terms of eligible 
assets and no mandatory investment 
restrictions for PiFs targeting Qualifying 
or extraordinary investors. Some 
risk spreading, leverage and other 
restrictions apply to PiFs targetting 
experienced investors. the MFSa has 
the power to grant derogations from 
these restrictions.

extreme flexibility in terms of 
eligible assets and investment 
strategies. Certain leverage and 
other restrictions apply. the fund 
can leverage up to 600% of its net 
assets. Finma has the power to 
grant derogations from the restric-
tions when the fund is opened to 
accredited investors only.

no restriction on eligible assets. no 
more than 30% of the net assets 
can be invesed into the same 
issuer. Short selling, derivatives 
and otC transactions are subject to 
similar risk spreading rules.

investment manager no need to be based in Malta. no need 
for a licence if home jurisdition of the 
manager does not require the manager 
to be licensed.

Must be based and licensed in 
Switzerland or in a recognised 
jurisdiction.

no need to be based in 
luxemborug. no need of a license 
if home jurisdition of the manager 
does not require the manager to 
be licensed.

Service providers highly flexible. the custodian and 
administrator do not need to be based 
in Malta. the auditor must be MFSa-
approved. Foreign service providers can 
be appointed. Currently no custodian 
need be appointed for PiFs targeting 
Qualifying or extraordinary investors 
and alternative arrangements for cus-
tody can be made with a prime broker 
only. this has a very positive effect on 
the total expense ratio of the fund.

the appointment of a local admin-
istrator, a local custodian and 
a Finma-approved auditor are 
required. the fund can appointed a 
foreign prime broker.

the appointment of a local 
administrator, a local custodian 
and a CSSF-approved auditor are 
required.

estimated timeline for launch; 
regulatory overview

two months or less if persons who 
have already been approved by the 
MFSa are involved.  the MFSa conducts 
a full review of the documentation pre-
sented, fit and proper tests to assess 
competency, solvency and integrity on 
the persons involved in the scheme as 
well as due diligence procedures on all 
the relevant persons.

Prior to launching the fund, an 
application must be submitted 
to Finma which is deemed to be 
approved after four weeks of its 
receipt by the Finma for hedge 
Funds. Finma may request amend-
ments to the structure within three 
months as of the end of the dead-
lines above. in practice the overall 
timing take approximately three 
months. 

Four to six weeks depending on 
the structure, strategy, and manag-
er. the CSSF assesses the risk and 
viability of the scheme, the com-
petence of the manager, whether 
licensed or not, and the experience 
and reputation of the directors. 
directors must have experience in 
the underlying strategies.

licensing and running costs generally the most cost effective juris-
diction. regulator fees are as follows: 
e1,500 for an umbrella fund; e1,000 
per sub-fund; e1,750 (registry fee). 
audit fee ranges from between e4,000-
7,000.

regulators’ fees are estimated at 
ChF3,000-10,000 depending on 
the size of the fund and the time 
spent by Finma on the file. no 
need of founding capitalisation if 
structured as a mutual contractual 
fund. ChF250,000 initial invest-
ment is required if structured as a 
SiCaV. audit fee ranges between 
ChF10,000-15,000.

regulator’s fees amount to e5,000 
to license an umbrella SiF. notary 
fees amount to approx e4,000. 
Minimum founding capitalization 
e12,500 (if llC) or e31,000 (if joint-
stock company). audit fee ranges 
from between e15,000-25,000.
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